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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
By WILLIAM F. BOOK, Fellow in Clark University. 
Many strange statements have been made in regard to the 
number of pupils that drop out of school. Folkmar ( I ) ,  in an 
elaborate investigation of the I ‘  Duration of School Attendance 
in Chicago and Milwaukee,” reached the conclusion that only 
about 3 per cent. of the pupils who enter the public schools re- 
main until the high school is reached, and that only about 
three in every thousand who’attend the public schools finish a 
high school course. Ex-State Supt. Chas. T. Smart, of Ohio, 
in an article in the Arena for September, 1894, states that 50 
per cent. of the pupils who enroll in the public schools of that 
State drop out of school by the end of the fourth school year, 
that only 3 per cent. remain until the high school is reached 
and that less than I per cent. complete a high school course. 
Prof. Ellis (2) in a paper read before the N. E. A. last year 
maintained that little over 5 per cent. of the pupils entering 
the elementary schools remain to enter the high schools, and 
that only about two per cent. of the original number entering 
the elementary schools graduate from a secondary school. 
These figures and interpretations of statistics, though often 
quoted and generally accepted as true, are, nevertheless, mis- 
leading if not actually false. I t  is true that in 1902 only 734,760 
students, or 4.2 per cent. of the entire school enrollment, in the 
U. S. were in secondary schools, public and private, but it is 
unjustifiable to conclude from this that only 4.2 per cent. of 
those who ought to attend the secondary school ever enter it. 
If we disregard all loss from death, failure of promotion and 
the like and assume that the same number of pupils enter 
school each year and that all remain to complete an eight year 
elementary, and a four year high school course, it is clear that 
there could only be in the high school or in any four years of 
the elementary school one-third of the entire school population 
at any one time. Obviously there could not, in any case, be 
in the high school IOO per cent. of the entire possible school 
enrollment as those who claim that only 5 per cent. ever reach 
the high school apparently assume but only 3 3 9  per cent. of 
this total school population less the necessary losses through 
death, failure of promotion and the like. 
Boynton and Parsons (3) have rather cleverly pointed out 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 205 
the fallacy in the usual method of interpreting school statis- 
tics and the absurdity of the current statements quoted above. 
By the same method and process of reasoning by which these 
conclusions are usually reached Parsons has shown that it could 
be proved that only 8 per cept. of the school population ever 
enter the first elementary grades and that less than 12 per cent. 
have ever been born. 
Curiously enough Mr. Boynton while pointing out the cur- 
rent fallacies seemingly drops into the opposite error in his illus- 
strative table of taking the actual school enrollment asequivalent 
to school population, which is a very different thing. If all the 
children of school age, say between the ages of six and eighteen, 
were enrolled in the schools and equally distributed in the 
grades, then 3374 per cent. of them would be in the high 
school as already pointed out. But the total school enrollment 
is not the same as the population of school age: hence we can- 
not say that 33% per cent. of the total school enrollment rep- 
resents the possible high school enrollment or the number who 
ought to attend. The possible high school enrollment evidently 
will be more than this. To ascertain the actual number who 
ought to attend the high school during any one year we must 
take the total number of pupils of school age and make all 
necessary deductions for losses through death, illness, failure 
of promotion and the like, which will give us the possible en- 
rollment for all the schools that year. The number who ought 
to attend the high school that year, or the total possible high 
school enrollment, will be one-third of this total possible enroll- 
ment for all the schools and not one-third of the actual en- 
rollment of all these schools as Boynton apparently maintains. 
Parsons took the total school population or all of school age, 
estimated all necessary losses through death, failure of promo- 
tion and the rest and states that the ratio of the actual to the 
possible enrollment for the high schools of the United States as 
a whole was, for 1902, 38.8 per cent, That is, 38.8 per cent. of 
all who ought to be in the high schools are actually there. 
I t  is not easy to state in accurate figures what percentage the 
actual number of pupils enrolled in the high schools at any one 
time is of the possible number. I t  may be said that the possi- 
ble number is 33% per cent. of all the children of school age 
less the necessary losses through illness, lack of promotion, 
death and the rest. Again it may be said that the possible 
number is 33% per cent. of all those who have actually entered 
the schools during the last twelve years minus those who drop 
out on account of illness, death and the like. Or still again it 
may be said that the possible number in the high schools may 
be represented by those who have graduated from the gram- 
mar schools during the preceding four years minus the neces- 
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206 WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE EIGH SCHOOL. 
S r y  losses already named. As a concrete illustration let US 
take the city of Worcester. 
I n  the first case, with all the children of school age in the 
schools, with only twelve grades, with no loss through death, 
etc., and an equal distribution of the pupils throughout the 
grades, there could be in the Worcester high schools at any one 
time only 3 3 9  per cent. of this total school population. What 
the number would be in this purely hypothetical case we need 
not stop to consider. Again it may be said that 33$ per cent. 
of the actual school enrollment should be in the high school, 
but this is not true. For, if we exclude all those of school age 
who never enter any school we can only say that 3 3 9  per cent. 
of all that have entered the schools during the last twelve years 
minus all necessary losses (a very different thing from 3 3 9  
per cent. of the actual enrollment) represents the possible num- 
ber of high school students. This might be approximately 
estimated from the school records,'but as we are concerned 
merely with the high school it will be .suflEicient for our pur- 
pose to take the number who finish the grammar school course, 
as representing approximately the number the high school 
should attract. The high school is not responsible for those 
who have dropped out before this time or who have never at- 
tended any school. It is responsible, however, if it does not 
secure and hold the greater part of those who graduate from 
the grammar schools. During the four years prior to 1903 
2,989 pupils graduated from the Worcester grammar schools. 
This represents the possible number of high school pupils for 
1 9 0 3 . ~  But the actual number enrolled for this year was only 
2,040. Thus it appears that even in a favored city like Wor- 
cester only about two-thirds the number who might attend the 
high school are actually enrolled. The actual attendance is 
only 68.25 per cent. of the possible. 
We have no adequate statistics to enable us to make a simi- 
lar estimate for the United States as a whole but Parsons's fig- 
ures, probably the most reliable that we have, give us a more 
striking result as stated above. Making allowances, therefore, 
for all these corrections, and setting the facts in their most fav- 
'Supt. Lewis comparing the number of students entering the Worcee- 
ter high schools with the number who entered the first grade of the 
schools nine pears earlier, after making necessary deductions, and 
additions, estimated the actual number of students entering as about 
33 per cent. of the possible number. 
sThis number is at best but an approximation. It is at once too 
large and too small. It is too small because some pupils complete the 
grammar school course who do not graduate, others drop out before 
completing the course. It is too large because in Worcester a part of 
those who graduate are not fitted to enter the high school without 
further preparation. 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 207 
orable light, it still appears that less than half of those who 
might enter the high school ever do attend. Of those who enter 
less than a fourth remain to complete the course. According to 
Prof. Ellis (2) and others only a b u t  2 0  per cent. of those who 
enter the high school ever finish the course. Half of the boys 
who enter drop out before the beginning of the second year in 
all sections of the country, after which the number dropping 
out each year varies from 50 to less than 10 per cent. Most of 
the girls who enter complete the course, the number of girls 
attending the high schools last year being about 50 per cent. 
greater than the number of boys, the number graduating about 
100 per cent. greater than the number of boys. 
Supt. Greenwood (4) , in a study of fifteen selected city high 
schools, found that less than 14 per cent. of the pupils in these 
selected schools remained to finish the course, showing that 
these selected schools with highly cultured teachers and elabo- 
rate modern equipment hold fewer pupils than the average high 
school with poorer equipment and teachers. 
What, we may ask, do these statistics mean? Why do so 
many of the girls and four-fifths of the boys who enter our high 
schools leave almost as soon as they have sampled them ? Why 
do more than half of the pupils who ought to complete a high 
school course never attend it at all ? Three studies of the prob- 
lem have so far been made. 
Prof. Ellis ( 2 )  asked fifty-six high school principals in vari- 
ous sections of the country why so many pupils left school? 
The reasons they assigned in order of importance are as fol- 
lows: ( I )  Desire to make money; ( 2 )  Lazy, ashamed not to 
pass; (3) Needed to support the home; (4) Commercial ideals 
a t  home; (5) To enter a factory or take up a trade; (6) To 
enter a business school and a few others were named. 
S. D. Brooks (5), who induced I I I selected superintendents 
to make a record for each student who left school giving age, 
grade, sex, nationality, health, temperament, mental ability, 
class standing, cause of leaving school, financial standing of 
parents, etc., found that for the 400 pupils reported 37 per 
cent. of the boys were said by the teachers to have left school 
to go to work, 23 per cent. because of indifference and failure 
in work, 11 per cent. because of a dislike for authority, g per 
cent. desired activity, the rest dropping out because of ill 
health, bad conduct, truancy and the like. 38 per cent. of the 
girls were said to have left because of ill health, 17 per cent. to 
go to work, 27 per cent. because of indifference and failure in 
work; the rest, 18 per cent., because of dislike for authority, 
lack of encouragement at home, to go to other schools and the 
like. 
Supt. G. E. Gay (6) secured answers from 1,436 boys and 
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208 WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
girls in forty-four towns and cities, who had left Massachusetts 
high schools before graduating and found that 23 per cent. left 
because of ill health, 34 per cent. because their services were 
needed at  home, 36 per cent.’ because they had lost interest in 
and acquired a distaste for school life, and 7 per cent. left to 
attend some commercial school. His study does not distinguish 
between boys and girls. 
C. H. Thurbcr and De Yoe (7) asked the leading high school 
principals and superintendents of the United States what changes 
in the present high school system they would advise to draw 
and hold the high school boys. Separate schools for the sexes, 
they thought, would do little good. The introduction of more 
manual training into the course, the establishing of regular 
commercial high schools. increasing the number of male teach- 
ers in both the high and grammar schools, the improvement 
of the grammar school by introducing new studies and bring- 
ing it into closer articulation with the high school they thought 
woiild help keep the boys in school. Giving closer attention 
to the care and needs of the individual, special consideration of 
the demands of the adolescent, improvements in the method of 
discipline (i. e., treating the boys as young men), the enrichment 
of the grammar school, improvement of the teachers in certain 
ways, adapting the course and work to the interests and needs 
of the 99r”a per cent. instead of to the few who go to college, 
were the other remedies suggested by them. 
F. H. Law (8) ascertained the age at which pupils dropped 
out of school in a certain slum district in New York and asked 
the teachers in this section of the city to propose a remedy for 
the early dropping out which he found. Most pupils, he found, 
left school when only 1 3  or 14 years of age and left mainly be- 
cause they were poor, half of them going directly to work. 
The remedies which the teachers proposed were, changes in the 
methods of instruction (i. e., better questioning and less lectur- 
ing and the like), the introduction of art into the schools and 
making the school attractive and beautiful, the establishment 
of more utilitarian high schools, better equipment and build- 
ings and the abolishing of the sharp lines drawn between the 
primary, grammar and high school grades so that pupils would 
not think they had graduated when they got through the 
grammar school. 
Each of these studies throws a certain amount of light on our 
problem but it seems to me that the real causes for so many 
pupils dropping out of school are not yet fully known. Only 
the pupils themselves can describe the discouragements and 
difficulties which they meet in school or tell how the work is 
adapted to them and meets or fails to meet their needs. The 
remedies proposed by teachers, principals and superintendents 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 209 
as collected and set forth in the studies of Thurber and Law 
have a certain value because they are the opinions of men who 
have had experience and know the conditions and see the 
causes from the teacher’s point of view. But we need to know 
more about the real causes for dropping out before a remedy 
can be proposed. The causes for pupils leaving school, given 
by the principals and superintendents in the studies of Ellis 
and Brooks, as Prof. Ellis has well pointed out, do not give us 
the real reasons for pupils leaving. At best they only tell us 
what certain teachers think. They tell us that pupils fail, are 
indifferent, lose interest, go to work and the like, but this is 
not enough. We must find out why they fail in their work, 
why they feel indifferent, why the school is not interesting 
them, why they would rather go to work than go to school if 
we would know how to keep them in school. Supt. Gay is the 
only one who has asked the pupils themselves why they left 
school. But from an examination of his study it appears that 
in every case the pupils answering his questions put a cross 
after some one of the five reasons he had printed on the circular 
submitted to them, leaving us very little wiser than we were 
before in regard to the pupil’s own reasons for leaving school 
as seen and felt by himself. To ascertain why so many boys 
and girls drop out of school we should go to all who actually 
left school before completing the course and get from them a 
frank and accurate description of all the influences which 
caused them to leave. Such data it is practically impossible to 
get, but we may consult their classmates and chums who, no 
doubt, know quite as well why their companions dropped out 
of school and how they thought and felt about the work of the 
school as they did themselves and will be more apt, perhaps, 
to fully describe what they know about the causes, than would 
those who have actually dropped out. It is not such a personal 
matter for them. To set forth the causes for dropping out of 
school as seen and described by the pupils themselves, and to 
present their point of view, is the purpose of this study. 
METHOD. 
773 seniors (136 m.-637 f.) and 278 first and second year 
pupils (127 m.-IgI f.) from fifteen cities and towns in Massa- 
chusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, 
Colorado, Montana and Utah were asked to write compositions 
on the subject High School Education,” giving a true, com- 
plete, frank statement of their own personal feeling and expe- 
rience concerning some or all of the following ten points: 
I. What a high school ought to do for me, and what is a high school 
for? 
2. In what ways has the high school helped me most? 
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210 WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
3. Describe some sympathetic teacher you have had in the high 
school or the reverse (i. e., a teacher who understood your needs and 
did you much good. 
Some points in which I have not been understood. 
Useless studies in high school courses. 
My usual “ Round ” after school. 
What my parents think about high schools. 
Some improvements in the high school which I would suggest. 
State sex). 
4. 
5. Why going to high school ays or the reverse. 
6. Why so many boys and girfs drop out of school. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Why? 
The most popular study 
in our school. Why? 
These questions were sent to the teacher of English in cer- 
tain representative schools who presented the work to the pupils 
as an exercise in English Composition, using such methods and 
precautions to secure a free, unhampered and complete discus- 
sion of the various points as she thought best. Most of the 
papers were never seen by any teacher in the school where pre- 
pared, the teacher or principal telling the pupils when the 
work was assigned and its purpose explained that they would 
not examine the result. Most of the pupils, although told that 
it was not necessary to do so, signed the papers they wrote. 
One hundred and sixteen out of the 136 senior boys or a lit- 
tle more than 85 per cent., and 567 out of the 637 senior girls 
or 89 per cent., selected and wrote on the sixth point, “Why 
so many boys and girls drop out of school.” All the first and 
second year pupils were asked to discuss: “ Why so many boys 
leave school.’’ All discussed this point, making a total of 961 
(243 m. and 718 f.) who described the causes for pupils drop- 
ping out of school. Very few wrote on all the ten points. 
Some writing on but a single point. Most omitted from two 
to three of the ten points. 
The reasons for pupils dropping out of school described in 
these 961 themes were discussed so earnestly and in such detail 
that one could but feel that the pupils knew why so many 
of their classmates dropped out of school. Many said they did 
not know why all the boys left but the reasons they gave had 
caused certain ones whom they knew to leave. Most men- 
tioned the reasons given by those that had actually dropped 
out or were talking of dropping out, often quoting their exact 
words. A number described what had tempted them at certain 
times to quit and often told what finally induced them to stay. 
It was not an unusual thing for pupils to write from three to 
four hundred words in describing these causes showing their 
knowledge of and interest in this subject. 
The various causes described may be roughly classified into 
four groups according to the following table. First the com- 
mercial or utilitarian group, causes due largely to the love of 
money and conditions outside the school; second, the individ- 
ual group or causes due more especially to the nature or pecu- 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 211 
12. Desire for activity and 
dislike for restraint, 10 
13. Lack of patience, per- 
severance and grit, 14 
Total number mentioning - 
causes of this group, 136 
SCHOOL GROUP. 
14. Discouraged, 76 
15. Loss of interest, 90 
16. Failure to see the value 
of education and 
school, 34 
17. Dislike for certain 
teachers, 24 
18. Overwork,-too much 
required, 
Wanted to go to work, 21 
%tal number mentioning - 
causes of this group, 245 
MISCELLANEOUS CAUSES. 29 
liar characteristics of the pupils themselves; third, the school 
group or causes that have to do with the work of the school; 
and, fourth, a miscellaneous group made up of causes, not often 
described, which do not readily fall under the other heads. 
The total number given an opportunity of writing on all the 
ten points was 1,051 (263 boys and 788 girls). 
The total number discussing this point, i. e., describing the 
causes for pupils leaving school, was 961 (243 boys, 92 per 
cent. and 718 girls or gr per cent.). 
The causes described and the number of pupils mentioning 
each cause named is shown in the table given below. 
TABLE. 
COMMERCIAI, GROUP. 
I. Desire to get money, 
2. Needed to support the 
3. To get started in a busi. 
4. To go to commercial 
5. Lack of encouragemenl 
6. Feels like he should 
Total number mentioning 
INDIVIDUAL GROUP. 
7. I11 health, 
8. Lack of abilty, 
9. Natural lack of interest 
10. Lack of ambition, 
11. Laziness, 
home, 
ness or trade, 
school, 
at home, 
support himself, 
causes in this group, 
No. 
Boys. 
COMMERCIAL GROUP. 
Classifying the causes described as suggested above we have 
first a group of causes due to the commercial or utilitarian 
ideals held by the pupils or parents or both, The desire to get 
money, to get started in a business or trade, the boyJs desire 
to make money for himself so he can be independent, the de- 
sire to go to a commercial school that he may sooner get a job 
and be making money for himself, the avaricious desires of cer- 
tain parents who think their children already know enough 
and therefore take them out of School to help make money for 
8 
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212 WHY PUPILS DROP OUT O F  T H E  HIGH SCHOOL. 
them, all cases where pupils had to drop out of school to help 
support themselves or family were placed in this group. 
The boy who said: “ Many boys drop 
out of school because they begin to get tired of being broke.’ ) ’  
has well expressed the feelings of the 56 boys who ardently de- 
scribe the desire to get money as a cause for leaving school. 
I ‘  Boys in  high school feel too big to ask their parents for money so 
drop out of school to  go to work; ’’ “They want to have money of their 
own; “ T h e  desire for making money is stronger than the desire for 
an education;” “They want to  have a good time and do like other 
boys which takes more money than they have ; ’’ They ‘‘ think they 
can get more money to spend and have a better time if they go to 
work;  ” They “ th ink  it a waste of time to  go to  school when they 
might be working and earning money of their own ” are the expres- 
sions most often used by the  boys. The girls say: “ A  boy don’t care 
for books like a girl ; ’’ ‘‘ The love of money and the desire to make i t  
come early to him ; ” “They get in  a hurry to earn money for them- 
selves ; ’’ ‘‘ They want to earn their own money so they can spend it 
as  they please ; ” ‘ I  If a boy gets a chance to  make money he lets study 
go ; ” “ When a position is offered them boys want to accept; ” “ They 
have a strong desire to  make their own money and not be dependent 
upon any one else ; ’’ “ They think if they could work and make their 
own money they would be more like men and treated so; ” “Many 
boys think i f  they could only go to work and earn a few dollars a week 
their fortunes would be made; ” “They think it looks big to go to  
work and draw money and always have some to spend.” What many 
boys think about the relative importance of going to  school comes out 
in  many different ways. One girl said : “ Many boys think to be well 
versed in  the ways of the world is better than any books.” Another: 
“When boys can get a job and earn their own money they think school 
a place for babies.” A girl of 15 puts it thus : “ Boys think it looks 
babyish to be in  school studying with girls when they might be mak- 
in money, getting started in life and making something out of them- 
sefves.)) 
Closely associated with the desire to 
make money is the longing to get started in life,” “ to get 
into some business or trade.” “ Boys get discouraged with 
school because they do not like to wait so long before they can 
do something really worth while; ’) I ‘  The high school is too 
slow; ) ’  I ‘  It’s too late to learn a trade after we graduate; ” 
‘ I  They think they must get started in life ” are the expressions 
most often used by the boys. 
“When you first enter school you hear many boys expressing them- 
selves something like this: ‘ I am going to  school until I graduate.’ 
I heard a classmate of mine say that  very same thing. We advanced 
along together until last year when I did not see him at  school. I 
asked him why he was not coming to  school and he said he had a good 
job with chances for romotion. . . . I saw this same boy the  other 
day and asked him $he would rather work than go to school. H e  
answered, work, because he  was getting good money and learning a 
business. So we see why many boys drop out of school. It is to  learn 
a business or to get money which is a very tempting thing for a boy.” 
Another boy of 18 says: “Some boys think, and they cannot be con- 
vinced otherwise, that  it is a perfect waste of time and energy to  spend 
Desire to get money. 
To get started in Zif.. 
A boy of 16 writes: 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 213 
four years in a high school which could be, as they say, more profit- 
ably employed in getting a start in life.” The girls describe this cause 
in a similar way. The girl who said: I ‘  I think a great many boys feel 
it necessary ‘ to be up and doing ’ as soon as possible retty accu- 
rately describes this cause as seen by the girls. A girl of 16 writes : 
“I have seen many boys drop out of school and upon asking them 
why they left a great many answered : “ Oh, I haven’t time for school 
or I guess I know enough.” Boys are naturally conceited. When 
they reach a certain age they think what they don’t know is not worth 
learning so they know no better than to stop school.” Another girl 
of 18 writes: “Some boys are anxious to get into business and be 
known as business men while many gids seem to have the idea that 
as soon as school life is over they are ready to marry and as that seems 
to be the chief ambition of their lives they drop out of school and sit 
at home waiting for their fate to come along.” 
The enticing temptation of being offered a good position is 
vividly described by both boys and girls and is the cause of 
many boys leaving school in all cities where the demand for 
boy labor is especially great. Many boys were said to be in- 
fluenced by boys not in school who had a good job. The fol- 
lowing expressions were most often used: 
‘ I  Was more attracted by a position than by the school ; ’’ I ‘  Was 
offered a good position with chances for promotion; “Some boys 
think that time is wasted which is s ent over studies they will forget 
as soon as they leave school and wilf probably never need, so wlien a 
good position is offered them they leave.” 
Lack of encouragement at home. Many parents and homes 
are described as being so dominated by the desire to get money 
that pupils are often taken out of school to help make it. 
A boy of 15 said : ‘ I  One reason for so many boys dropping out of 
school is that some parents think when a boy gets enough education 
to be able to work problems he must go to work and help support the 
family. The girls stay in school until they graduate because they 
can’t do much to earn money until they get a good education while 
the boys drop out about the eighth grade to go to work.” A girl of 22 
writes : “The home life has much to do with the school life of boys 
and girls. Some parents are avaricious and the children are constantly 
reminded of the expense of their education. This leads many boys 
and girls to quit school and go to work at the first opportunity.” It 
is absolutely necessary, it seems, that pupils be encouraged by their 
parents at home. A boy of IS writes : “ I think but for the encourage- 
ment of my parents I would have left school long ago. For many 
times I felt tlred of it all.” We need help and 
sympathy at home as well as at school.” This encouragement and 
help must be wisely given else it does more harm than good. A girl 
of 17 said : ‘ I  Many children are sent to high school on the condition 
that they keep up to the standard in all their lessons and that they 
are to have but one chance. This the teachers do not know and at the 
end of the quarter their report cards do not tell the s:ry expected by 
their parents so they drop out.” A boy is apt to 
drop out for this reason. His expenses begin to be greater and it may 
be hard for his parents to meet them. He then begins to feel that he 
is old enough to relieve his parents. The desire to earn his own money 
becomes very strong, and unless his parents are mindful of the advan- 
Another boy said : 
A boy of 17 said: 
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tages of education in  later life and force him to remain, he  will start to 
work and perhaps never return to  any kind of school again.” Some 
arents take little interest in  what their children do at  school. As one 
t o y  expresses it : “Some parents don’t care what their children are 
doing, therefore the children lose interest and finally drop out. They 
start to school because i t  is the fashion or because they want to see 
what it is like. When they find that  there is  much uninteresting work 
to be done they turn to  other more attractive things.” Another said : 
‘‘ Some have fathers and mothers who take nq interest in their chil- 
dren’s studies and want them to he doing something else outside of 
school hours. Every one knows that work in the high school cannot 
be kept u p  this way. These, too, become disheartened and leave.)’ 
Others say : “ Many pupils drop out of school because they are not 
properly urged at home to persevere and prepare themselves for some- 
thing worth while; ’’ because “they are surrounded by people with no 
education which so pulls them do7n that they do not care to gain an 
education themselves ; ” because their parents think i t  a waste of 
time for their children to stay in  school and learn such impractical 
things.” “ I  think,” wrote a boy after mentioning several reasons for 
withdrawal from school, ‘‘ I think, all these reasons originate from 
home training. This knowledge I have gained from my own parents 
who time and again lectured, as  i t  were, on the  value of a high school 
education.” Then after citing the case of a boy of exceptional ability 
who left school because he was not encouraged at home, he said : “ If 
parents were able tosee what a high school education would accomplish 
I think there would be a marked decrease in the percentage of pupils 
who leave school.” 
The desire for independence and 
self support is strong in all high school boys according to the 
reports. Many boys speak of it as a laudable desire to assume 
part of the burden of their own support. More voice the senti- 
ment of the boy who said: 
‘‘ I think the reason so many boys leave school is because they do 
not have as much money as they would like to have and are getting 
too big and have too much pride to ask their parents for the required 
amount to meet the expenses of school.” 
The girls say a feeling of independence prevails among all boys. 
“ They get restless to make their own living and to be independ- 
ent of all assistance and help.” 
“ A  boy would rather be out of school working, than studying Latin 
while his father supports him. H e  is anxious to be a man and be 
makin5 a living for himself.” Another says : “ Boys are ambitious 
and think it childidh to go to  school and be supported by some one 
else. They want to work for themselves so when they want any money 
they won’t have to go to their parents for the needed sum.” 
Going to other schools was only mentioned a few times as a 
cause for pupils leaving school. One girl, however, seemed to 
think if all business colleges were done away with fewer boys 
would leave school. 
One said : “They left to go to  commercial schools because they could 
get a position quicker.” Another said: “Not a few of the studies 
taken in  high school are seldom used outside of the schoolroom, and 
where a pupil is forced to  make his own way or contribute to the  sup- 
Desire to be independent. 
As a girl of 17 puts it: 
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WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 215 
port of his parents, what is more natural or reasonable than that he 
should drop out of school and enter a good business college.” An- 
other said : “The high school as it is to-day does very well for those 
who can go on to college but for those boys and girls who must, at an 
early age, earn their own bread by honest toil, it has almost nothing. . . . If more practical, every-day studies could be introduced fewer 
boys would drop out of school.” 
INDIVIDUAL GROUP. 
Next comes a group of causes dealing more especially with 
the nature and characteristics of the pupils themselves. I11 
health, laziness, natural dislike for study and books, desire for 
activity and dislike for restraint, lack of ambition, over-sensi- 
tiveness, lack of patience, perseverance or grit, certain individ- 
ual peculiarities and adolescent traits were frequently mentioned 
as causes for pupils leaving school and belong in this group. 
Laziness, mentioned by 51 of the boys and 156 of the girls, 
seems to be an important cause. 
The girl who said : “I think pure laziness is the chief reason for so 
many boys and girls dropping out of school *’ expresses very well the 
thought of all who describe this cause. A girl of 16 wrote : “ Of course 
school means hard work and I feel discouraged enough sometimes to 
just drop out myself. It is nothing but study, study, study from 
morning till night.” The following expressions were most often 
used. “They expected school to be a snap and found that it meant 
work, so quit; ” “They are too lazy to persevere, too indolent to work 
and get tired of their teachers always scolding them; ’ I  ‘‘They enter 
school for the fun of it and quit when the lessons get hard ; ” “They 
can’t run around at night and have a good time and get their lessons 
too so quit to have the good time.” One irl said: “ Many pupils be- 
f n  in high school with the idea that it i s  8 1  going to be a bed of roses, 
ut when they find that the rose bed has thorns they decide they don’t 
need a high school education and quit.” A few girls mentioned cases 
where boys had quit school I ‘  for the mere pleasure of loafing.” The 
boys also think laziness an important cause. A boy of 18 said: “The 
main reason for dropping out of school is that when school begins 
many have a short-lived ambition to go through school, but findin it 
no snap like they supposed they drop out.” Another says: “#he 
reason why so many drop out of school is not because circumstances 
compel them to do so, but because a little solid work bores and fright- 
ens them. Pleasure is much more alluring to the majority of young 
people than study and school.” “Many,” said one, “cannot decide in 
favor of school when pleasure and ease are the other happy alterna- 
tives.” 
IZZ AeaZth, described by 145 of the girls, was rarely mentioned 
by the boys and was never given as a cause for boys dropping 
out. A few boys described cases where sickness compelled 
certain boys to miss school a few days, causing them to get be- 
hind in their work, which so discouraged them that they would 
not come back. Many girls were described by them as break- 
ing down under the strain of dancing half the night and work- 
ing at school the next day. But the girls considered ill health 
a more serious cause. A few made it the most important cause 
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216 WHY PUPILS DROP OUT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. 
while others mentioned it as one of the most important causes. 
All made it refer to the girls. It was most often attributed to 
the lack of exercise,, to over-work or worry caused by the work 
of the school. 
They were ‘‘ not strong enough to  stand the strain ; ’’ “ They broke 
down from over study ; ’’ “ Were not strong enough to do the work re- 
quired ; ” “ Had home duties which with the work of the  school proved 
to  be too much” and similar expressions were most often used. One 
girl said : “ It (school) is like the struggle for existence. Only those 
mentally and physically strong can survive.” 
The excessive home study and over-work mentioned as a 
cause by 42 of the girls was described as causing neglect of 
exercise and worry which so impaired the health that it was 
necessary to drop out of school. One girl in describing lazi- 
ness as a cause for pupils dropping out of school said: “ When 
I asked a girl, I know, why she quit school she very seriously 
answered: ’ I hate to climb the stairs.’ ” 
Most of those who said pupils quit school 
because they wanted to go to work gave as the reasons, to get 
money, because they were discouraged or disappointed with 
the school. But not a few gave as the real cause for this desire 
the boy’s innate longing for activity which they describe in the 
following words: 
“ Boys can’t be still so long and study ; ’’ “ They hate to be penued 
up all day ; ” ‘ I  They don’t like to  be kept in restraint.” A boy of 17 
said : “ After boys have been through the ninth grade or first pear 
high school they begin to think they know enough and want to go out 
to  see what they can do.” Another of 14 said : Some boys start to  high 
school and do very well for a while. Then they just sit and dream and 
do not get their lessons. They would rather go to work where they do 
not have to  keep still than go to  school and sit still and study and not 
talk.” A girl of 13 writes : “ I know a boy of fourteen who does not 
like to go to school. He is of a very roving nature aud it seems like 
he can’t keep still or keep his mind on his lessons. Sometimes he will 
go to school two days out of the week and miss three. By so doing he 
got behind in his studies, lost all interest in school and quit.” A boy 
of 17 writes : “ The reason so many boys leave high school is because 
they become restless and tired of books aud wish to  do something in 
which immediate results are obtained. I don’t know about girls ; let 
them speak for themselves.” 
The Zack of Defermination, Patience, Perseverance and Grit is 
described as the cause for some pupils dropping out. 
“ Boys lack the  patience of girls ;” “Any little thing stops them ;” 
“They get discouraged when they fall behind ;” “ They don’t have 
the  grit to win out;” “They lack the nerve it takes to  succeed;” 
“ Can’t get down and dig;” “ Lack perseverance of which it takes a 
great deal now a days in school ;” “ Fail to apply themselves and lose 
the courage i t  takes to ‘stick it out;’ ’’ “Are not able to  concentrate 
their minds on their work ; I ’  “Don’t know how to study,” and the  
like expressions were most often used. 
The Zack of ambition was mentioned by 65 as a cause for 
pupils leaving school. 
Desirefor activiCy. 
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As a boy of 18 expresses it : ‘ I  Some boys don’t care to rise any higher 
in life than a common laborer.” Another said: “ Girls have higher am- 
bitions than boys which leads them to do what is best for them.” A 
number were described as thinking they already knew enough. All 
these are sure to drop out unless the school can some way create a de- 
sire in them to make the most of themselves. One boy very seriously 
remarked: “ The weak ambitions and scanty enthusiasm of many boys 
for educational affairs generally develops into an office boy.” 
Not only should the student have a strong, unwavering am- 
bition to succeed in school and “make the world know he is 
alive,” but he should have a definite purpose or aim that guides 
him throughout. Concerning the value of such a purpose and 
its influence upon a pupil’s high school work 
A boy of 17 writes: “I believe most girls and boys drop out of high 
school because they have no particular aim. Take for example two 
boys, one who has no definite aim, the other who definitely intends 
doing a certain thing. The first boy studies because he has to or be- 
cause he has nothing else to do. To him it would mean little to drop 
out of school. The second boy studies for some definite purpose, to 
obtain something. For him it would be a calamity to have to leave 
school.” A girl of 18 writes: “Many pupils on leaving grammar 
school, are encouraged to go to high school for no particular reason, 
except to continue their education as a matter of course because ‘every- 
body’ does. As a result many go to high school with no definite plans 
and with the intention of making the most of it by having a good time 
regardless of lessons. Such pupils,” she continues, “high school could 
well dispense with unless by constant persuasion of teachers and 
friends they can be made to take an interest in their work with some 
aim in view.” 
Lack of ability was not considered an important cause by the 
pupils. The feeling is almost universal that those who enter 
the high school can and should go on. The following quota- 
tion is a typical expression on this point. 
“Why do so many boys and girls drop out of school? yon ask us. 
Well, if you should inquire deep into their hearts you would find that 
the real reason is because they cannot or will not do what is required 
of them. Now under the first class we place those who have to help 
support their parents, those who are too ill the greater part of the year 
to attend school and those who are kept at home on account of illness 
of some member of the family. Under the second class we place those 
who have not the desire to learn. But in neither of these two classes 
have we, as is seldom the case, found a downright stupid person, one 
who could not learn i f  he had the desire.” 
Under this head were grouped all those 
who were said to have dropped out of school because they nat- 
urally disliked study and school. Two distinct classes were 
described. First, those who would rather smoke cigarettes and 
lead the life of a typical bad boy or tramp, mentioned by only 
three. Second, those who had no interest for study or books, 
who “longed for more activity and life,” who “were anxious 
to see what they could do,” who “wanted to bring things to 
pass.” A few of this class were described as caring more for 
Dislike foy study. D
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frolic and fun than for anything else. Other pupils were said 
to drop out because they were too timid or over sensitive. The 
thoughtless, exacting teacher, devoid of that sympathy which 
all pupils crave, is sure to drive all such pupils out of school 
either through sheer discouragement or by producing a nervous 
fear which undermines the health of the pupil to such an ex- 
tent that she is compelled to drop out. Some drop out because 
“they feel they are too big or too old to be in school.” “They 
are embarrassed on account of their size or age.” “Others be- 
gin to think they are already men and since school is not the 
place for a man they naturally drop out.” 
A girl of 15 writes: “I have heard it said that when a boy goes to 
work he thinks he is more of a man. 
school get this idea into their heads.” Another said: “Some boys fee? 
bigger and more manly when they are working so they leave school to 
go to work.” 
I think some of the boys leavin 
THE SCHOOL GROUP. 
The third group of causes has to do more especially with 
the work of the school. Discouragement, Loss of interest, Dis- 
appointment with the school, Dislike for certain teachers or 
studies, Thinking the work of the school not worth their while 
are the most important causes of this group. According to the 
papers these causes affect more pupils than all the other causes 
combined. If to the number leaving from the causes of this group, 
some one of which practically every student names, we add all 
those who drop out because their health has been impaired 
by the strenuous unnatural work of the school, all those who 
want to go to work because they are disappointed with the 
school, all those who go to other schools, all those who don’t 
like to go to school because they are not getting what they 
like or need, all those whose lack of ambition might be stimu- 
lated by the school, we get some idea of how inadequately the 
high school of to-day is meeting the real present day needs of 
the boys and girls. The one point upon which all the papers 
agree is that the vast majority of pupils leave school either be- 
cause they are not interested, because they are discouraged, 
because they are not properly encouraged and helped by their 
teachers, or because ithey think going to high school don’t 
Pay. 
Discouragemenf. Serious discouragement, from whatever 
cause, is sure to drive its victims out of school. 
A boy of 17 writes: “ I think more pupils leave school because they 
are discouraged than is generally known. Take a young fellow in him 
first or second year at school. He is com aratively inexperienced as 
yet. Suppose he gets one or two ‘D’s’ in Eis first term and perhaps 
a repetition of this the next. His strongest inclination is to throw 
down his books and say: ‘Hang the stuff! I can’t do it to save m y  
neck ! I can’t, and I never can do it so there’s no use trying.’ He so 
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convincingly persuades himself that he cannot do it that he ceases to 
try. His teacher fails to understand or encourage him and gives him 
a third ‘D,’ when he feels that he was not made for school and that 
school was not meant for him, and leaves. I had personal experience 
with one of my chums and feel qualified to speak.” A girl of 17 says: 
“As far as I can learn, the chief reason for boys dropping out of school 
is discouragement. The reatest number leave soon after they enter 
upon a new year’s work. $hey come back to school in the fall to take 
up new studies under new teachers. They fail perhaps in the first or 
aecond recitation and get discouraged. There is no mutual under- 
standing between them and the teacher. The teacher shows no sym- 
pathy and gives no encouragement and help, so these pupils conclude 
they can’t master the study and quit.” 
Pupils are said to become discouraged in 
many ways, but bad marks, low grades, repeated failure in 
part or all of their work is given as the one great cause. 
A boy of 17 writes: “Low marks is the greatest cause of boys leav- 
ing school. When a boy gets low marks he begins to get lazy and die- 
couraged and does not try to make up his lost work.” According to 
the upils nothing is so discouraging as to get low grades or poor 
marEs when doing one’s best. A boy writes : ‘i I know by ersonal 
ex erience that there is no greater discouragement in school-$fe than 
toEnow that you are behind the majority of the members of your class. 
The temptation to drop out is a hard one to resist.” Another boy 
said: The 
failure causes him to detest his books.” “Boys and girls usually 
leave high school,” said a third, “after they have failed in some study. 
They become disheartened and think they owe the school or some 
teacher a grudge, so leave.” 
The reasons for the low grades and failures which cause the 
discouragement are fully described. Some fall behind because 
they are not interested and do not apply themselves as they 
should. They are over fond of sport; they want to have a good 
time are a little lazy, perhaps, and so fail to do the work. More 
seem to try but find the work too hard, the lessons too long, or 
some required study especially di5cult and troublesome. If the 
teacher fails to understand or help them they are sure to be- 
come discouraged and leave school. The causes of failure may 
be described in their own words. 
“They don’t know how to study;” “Are careless in their work;” 
“Have more work than they can do;” “Don’t select the right course;” 
“Don’t study at first and so get behind;” “Are not well prepared for 
the work;” ‘‘Are compelled to miss a few days and get behind;” “Are 
not helped enough;” “Teachers don’t make the subject clear;” “Some 
are slow at grasping explanations and timid about asking for help;” 
“Teachers take no interest in them;” “Are left to get what they can;” 
“Are discouraged by ‘D’ warnings when doing their best;’’ “Is noth- 
ing in the school to appeal to the interest of a boy,” and the like er- 
ressions are most often used. One girl said: “Because they don’t 
Enuckle down to hard work pupils get behind. At  the end of the year 
when they are told they must take the work over again they become 
discouraged and leave.” 
But while the above causes were often mentioned and vividly 
How Discouraged. 
If he does fail his first thought is, ‘ I am going to quit.’ 
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described nothing comes out so clearly in the papers as the 
general belief among the pupils that the teachers have more to 
do with a student’s failure and success than do all the other 
factors of the school combined. Bad marks and low grades 
they make the chief causes of discouragement. Unsympathetic 
teachers cause the failure and loss of interest which brings it 
about. Many thought “all dropping out of school would stop 
if teachers would only take more interest in their pupils and 
help and encourage them as they should.” 
As a boy of 17 states it: “Failure cannot always be assigned to  poor 
scholarship. Often the teacher has not that knowledge of human 
nature necessary to an instructor or does not take a sufficient interest 
in the individual pupil to encourage him and make him succeed.” A 
girl of 18 writes: “I believe most boys and girls leave school because 
they fail to excite the  sympathy and co-operation of their teachers. 
The fault is not, to my mind, entirely the pupil’s, for some teachers 
who have been going over the  same subject, with its explanation 
usually worded the same way, cannot understand why one green to 
the subject should not understand i t  fully as well as their experience 
enables them to do. When asked for an explanation they sometimes 
say: ‘Oh! I don’t think I can make it any clearer unless,’ then go on 
and give it just 8s it  is in the book. For this and similar reasons most 
boys and girls look upon their lessons as invincible bores and are glad 
to  seize any favorable opportunity to shirk them.” 
Another boy, after describing a certain unsympathetic teacher and 
giving his experience a t  length with him, said: “Before I had this 
teacher I could not see why pupils dropped out of school but now I 
realize how a pupil comes to drop out of school for no reason apparent 
to  outsiders but for one certainly good enough for himself.” 
The other causes for discouragement mentioned were: “They think 
their teacher is down on them;” “Other pupils get the work with less 
effort than they;” “They fail when trying hard;” “They get started 
on the  wrong course;” “They are not understood;” “The strain of 
home duties and school work is more than they can bear;” “They 
were compelled to  miss a few days and got behind.” Sometimes the 
pupil is easily discouraged, is over sensitive, afraid to  ask questions, 
can’t recite, is easily embarrassed and the like. Such pupils rarely 
get due credit for a recitation and are often disheartened and driven 
from school because the teacher fails to  understand. 
Ninety boys and 217 girls mentionedlack or 
loss of interest and disappointment with the school as a cause 
for pupils dropping out. But the causes of this disappointment 
and loss of interest were not so fully and definitely described. 
Most of them simply said that “pupils are not interested in school;” 
that “they get tired of it,” “don ’t enjoy it; that it becomes disagree- 
able, monotonous and tiresome to them;” that “there is nothing do- 
in in school;” that “they would rather do other things;’’ that  “the 
sufjects are not to their tastes;” that “they get tired of studying;’’ that  
they don’t get into the spirit of the work;” that  “they fail to  catch 
the  spirit of the school,” and therefore lose interest and drop out. A 
girl of 15 said: “Many pupils are not interested in  the studies the 
take. The parents are consulted but the pupil’s wishes are ignored: 
If the studies selected prove a disagreeable task instead of a leasure 
the boy drops out of school at the  first opportunity.” A girl of17  puts 
Loss of Interest. 
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it thus: “Boys and girls leave school usually because of the monoto- 
nous round, if I may call it so, of the studies which are often very dis- 
tasteful to them, and because of the too close application required. I 
have heard any number of girls say: ‘I’m sick of school, I think I’ll 
leave.’ The only reason they had for leaving it was that there was 
not enough pleasure in it.” The school don ’t seem to be adapted to 
the pupil’s individual needs. Other things are more attractive and 
interesting than the school. One girl said: “Many cannot give their 
decision in favor of school when leasure and ease are the other 
happy alternatives. When weighelin the balance school is the more 
often found to be wanting.” Another said: “The pleasures of life have 
a far greater and more alluring charm for the student’s wistful eye 
than is generally supposed.” 
Scores of papers describe the necessity of having one’s interest in 
school aroused. A girl of 18 writes: “I think the reason so many girls 
and boys dro out of school is because their interest has not been 
aroused; they gave not discovered the value of their studies, but have 
looked upon them as a bore. Often, especially during my first years 
in high school, have I been on the point of leaving school, just be- 
cause I found everything a bore, just because I took no interest. 
Teachers had no patience with my failings, and reprimanded me when 
a kind encouraging word would have ‘worked wonders.’ ’’ 
Nothing was so fully discussed by so many pupils as the teacher’s 
influence in arousing and maintaining a pupil’s interest in his work. 
The following quotation is a t pica1 one. A boy of I?, after mention- 
ing the subjects which specialfy interested him in school, said: “Iat- 
tribute much of the interest I have taken in any subject to the teacher 
of that branch. I entered a class last year which was taught by a 
teacher who was always finding fault and grumbling. She made the 
life of a pupil miserable from the time he entered her class until he 
left it and miserable the rest of the day in anticipating the entering 
of her room on the following day. The first part of last school year 
I was not feeling very well and bad considerable work, but I think I 
could have borne it all i f  it had not been for that everlasting grumb- 
lin and the depressing influence of this particular teacher’s room. 
At%!hanksgiving, although I had passed well enough in that subject, 
I decided to drop it. At the end of the first semester, aa I was feeling 
better, and thinking that it would be cowardly to quit a subject for- 
ever which I had so nearly conquered, and desiring to raduate from 
the school I took up the subject again. When I enteref the class at 
the beginning of the second half of last year there were only six boys 
and about twice as many girls left in the class. By the beginning of 
this year the girls had diminished one half and I was the only boy 
left in the class. But our new teacher was the very opposite of the 
one above described. She was sympathetic, pleasant and helpful. 
She never’grambled but made from a hard tedious subject a study 
which we all liked. Weno longer dreaded enterin the class, for our 
interest made the lesson easy. The teacher descrged first has been 
the cause of more pupils leaving school discouraged than anything 
else I know of. Yet I do not think she is much to blame for her 
nature is that way. She thinks she is doing good and probably is to 
some, but I think she has only been mistaken in her selection of a 
profession.” 
Some had already lost their interest in school when they reached 
the high school and failing to get it revived they soon drop out. 
“They never intended to finish the course;” “They started for fun 
and only go to have a good time;” “They come only a year or two just 
for the name;” “They enter in glee, stay long enough to be termed 
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‘Freshmen’ and then one by one drop out;” “They just come to see 
what i t  is like; when they have found out they leave,” are the ways 
in  which this class of pupils is described. In the  words of a girl of 18 
“They enter school wlthout any purpose except to  have a good time 
and because it sounds well to say you have been to high school. Not 
expecting to go to college and not being interested in their work they 
find other interests than their studies in the school and drop behind 
in their work ending the term with a ‘flunk’ mark upon their report. 
About this time the parents begin to  murmur and tell their children 
they could be doing more good a t  home than in school i f  they cannot 
keep u p  in their studies. Then the pupil becomes reckless a t  school. 
They study when they feel like it and fail in  recitation without caring 
a bit. The result is that  they get so far behind their class that  they 
retire from school.” Other cases were described where pupils were 
disappointed with the school. “They found i t  d idn’t  meet their 
needs;” “They wanted electives but had to take a prescribed course;’’ 
“They were compelled to  take some study they very much disliked 
so were disappointed and quit.” 
From the descriptions of this cause 
it is clear that pupils in the majority of cases wanted to go to 
work because they had become discouraged or because the 
school had failed to interest them and meet their needs. 
Twenty-one boys and 59 girls in so many words said that  pupils qui t  
school because they did not like to go. “They don’t like to  study;” 
“Want to get a t  more congenial work;” “Would rather have a good 
time;” “Think other things are better than going to  school,” and the 
like reasons were most often assigned for this dislike. No case of lack 
of ability or natural dislike for school was included in  this group. 
Ninety-seven of the pupils said that 
dislike for some teacher or teachers made pupils quit school. 
The causes for this dislike may be described in their own 
words. 
“They were scolded becaase they got behind;” “They were not en- 
couraged and helped at  the proper time;” “They got the idea that the 
teacher had a pick a t  them;” “They were not understood;” “The 
teacher made it unpleasant and disagreeable for them;” “He gave too 
long lessons and used remarks which ought not be allowed;” “They 
were so sarcastic and hard on the  class that  all sensitive pu ils 
dropped out;” “The teacher was too impatient, unfeeling, cold anzre-  
served.” A boy of seventeen said: “Some teachers don’t try t o  help 
a dull boy over the hard places a t  all but make it harder for him by 
being sarcastic when he  makes a mistake.” Another, B. 18. “If 
teaehers would be more jovial, I think many more pupils would stay 
i n  school. Many a boy has lost his education because of some old 
cranky teacher who does not understand him and directly or indirectly 
drives him from school.” Another: “Sometimes when a boy is just 
at t h e  age when he wonders whether i t  does any good to go to school 
or not an unsympathetic teacher causes him to drop out.” The fol- 
lowing quotation shows what pupils think often occurs. A girl of 16 
writes: “Some leave school because they have had trouble with some 
one teacher who had so influenced all the other teachers that i t  is most 
unpleasant to stay in school.” Others say: “Many a boy stops school 
rather than be tormented by a teacher who fails to  understand him.” 
One boy said: “In the grammar school the teachers are younger and 
some way seem to be able to ‘get at’ the  pupil’s peculiarities. When 
Wanted to go to work. 
DisZike for Teachers. 
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they come to the high school some of the teachers do not seem to be 
able to consider that they feel strange and lort in the beginning but 
keep telling them they are not doing as well as their other classes did 
which so discourages them that they cannot do the work.” 
It is a well known fact that with the increase of experience and age 
our feelings are unconsciously blunted and dulled in spite of any ef- 
fort we may put forth to binder it. This being the case one of the 
hardest things for a teacher to do is to keep in mind how things once 
appeared to her; to realize how keenly pupils feel and how deeply 
they are affected by things which would be hardly noticed by an adult. 
The failure of the teacher to realize and remember this fact drives 
many pupils out of school. The following quotation is a typical de- 
scription of this point. After discussing a number of things which 
cause pupils to withdraw from school one girl said: “A great many 
times teachers are the cause of it. Of course we hear, ‘Well, the 
pupil did not amount to much or he would have remained in school 
no matter what came up,’ but people do not stop to think that boys 
and girls going to high school are just at the age to get provoked and 
do things that they regret. They are not men and women even though 
they are supposed to be. All teachers were once pupils at school and 
should remember how one little thing would hurt their feelings.” 
A boy of 18 writes: “I have often thought that unsympathetic 
teachers were to blame for pupils leaving school. Their teachers do 
not understand them, and they realizing this and thinking that they 
cannot learn under the circumstances, drop out of school. I do not 
say that this is always the case, but it does happen and often without 
either teacher or pupil realizing the cause.” Another said : ‘‘I think 
the reason so many pupils get discouraged and quit school is because 
teachers do not interest themselves enough in the pupils and do not 
make them feel like some one cared for them. I know of several cases 
in one school where pupils have dropped out on this account.” A girl 
said: “When a pupil does not get along well at school to spite the 
teacher they often quit.” 
Don ’t think it Pap. Ninety-two said pupils left school be- 
cause, as one boy expressed it, “they do not appreciate its 
benefits. ” 
As the girls express i t :  “Boys can see the value of earning fifty 
cents, but completing the high school course don’t seem to them to 
be worth the time and effort it takes.” “They think that it does 
not pay,” “that it is useless to go,’’ “that it won’t do them any good,” 
“that they will never be able to use the knowledge gained,” “that the 
course is not practical enough,” “that certain studies are no good,” 
“that they can’t learn anything worth while at school,” “that it is a 
waste of time when they might be learning a tradeor doing something 
of more account to themselves.” “A few think i f  some of the most suc- 
cessful men in the world got along with little education why can’t 
they ? ”  As one girl said : “A great many boys and girls et the idea 
into their heads that study and school is mere ‘bosh.’ %hey must 
leave to work, get money, and make some headway in life.” 
The boys make even more of this cause than do the girls. They ask: 
Does going to high school pay? Does it pay me? If they decide that 
it don ‘t pay they are sure to lose interest and drop out. One boy, 
after describing the many difficulties which boys meet in school said : 
“But all difficulties could be overcome and all dropping out of school 
would stop if only the pupils appreciated the good which those four 
years of schooling would do them.” More of the papers than the table 
showsdescribed caseswhere pupils had left schoolbecause they “thought 
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the  high school a waste of time, because they thought it did not d o  them 
any good,” because “they thought other things more im ortant than 
school,” because “they thought it useless to go or that it &d not pay.” 
The four years seem very long to the boys. Failure in  their work, 
low grades, distasteful studies, too much work, any aimless or unin- 
teresting task is sure to  make them ask : Does i t  pay? The alluring 
things outside of school seem more important to  them and induce 
them to drop out when the first discouragement comes. It is usually 
described thus:  “Boys leave school because of a general discontent. 
They are dissatisfied with their studies and the  school. Invitinq jobs 
are plentiful. They reason that a bird in the hand is worth two IU the 
bush, so when a job presents itself with good wages and a chance for 
promotion they jump a t  the opportunity only to  be sorry afterwards 
when they find out what they have missed. But they are too proud to 
come back.” Another boy of 16 writes: “A great many boys think the 
last two years of high school do them no good i f  they expect to  work 
after they leave. So instead of wasting their time they leave because 
they think they might be doing much more good at something else.” 
Ovemork. Many complained that the work was too hard. 
42 girls said overwork and too much home study made pupils 
leave school. “They have too many lessons to get;” “If they 
get behind they can never catch up;” “The home lessons are 
too hard and long;” “Girls don’t like to study in the even- 
ing;” “A girl ought to have some time for herself, ” and the 
like expressions are used in describing this cause. The boys 
did not mention this cause but practically every paper received 
in some way condemns the present crowding and rush of the 
school. It is described as unnatural, distasteful and often as 
an unbearable bore. The vast majority seem to think that 
little or no work outside of school hours ought to be required. 
The following quotation is a representative one. 
“I realize,” said a girl of 17, “that the standard of a school should 
not be lowered, pet many drop out of school because of the large 
amount of studying required. Each pupil, whether bright, average 
or slow, if taking a straight course has four daily lessons requiring 
from one to  two hours home study making from four to eight hours of 
study after the  five hours of school work. Subtracting this time from 
the  allotted time of day how much is left for sleeping, eating and rec- 
reation. As a general rule the pupil neglects recreation and sleep, 
which undermines his health. Others take time for recreation and 
fail in their studies, in either case the result is dropping out of 
school.” 
MISCELLANEOUS GROUP. 
In addition to the causes already named and described a few 
said: “Pupils are sometimes discouraged before they enter 
high school by those already in the school telling them how 
hard the work is.” Others were said to be influenced by as- 
sociates who thought the high school no good, or had chums 
who cared nothing for school. Still others were not properly 
prepared so failed, became discouraged and dropped out. Some 
entered when too young to appreciate or understand the work. 
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“Pupils are crowded into the high school,” said a boy, “long 
before they ought to be. It is impossible for them to carry 
work meant for older pupils.’’ Others, again, thought they 
were too old for school; it looked little and babyish to them. 
A few had summer jobs which they did not want to give up in 
the fall. Still others described too many parties and too much 
dancing as a cause. “They are too fond of pleasure to keep 
up in their work and too proud to drop out.” Some were said 
to be too much interested in athletics to do their school work. 
A New England boy thought the girls were mostly to blame 
for the boys dropping out. He said: “Although the girls do 
not leave school in such great numbers as the boys in many 
cases they are the cause of it. One does not hear of so many 
boys leaving school if they go to a school where no girls are 
allowed to attend. In general they drop out of those schools 
where both sexes are.” Still others said that failure in some 
particular study they disliked and were compelled to take caused 
pupils to become so discouraged that they quit school. 
SWMARY. 
Summarizing the foregoing facts we find that many exag- 
erated and misleading statements have been made in regard to 
the number of pupils that drop out of school. But making 
allowance for all corrections and setting the facts in their most 
favorable light it still appears that more than half of those who 
ought to complete a high school course never enter a secondary 
school; that of those who enter only about 2 0  per cent. remain 
to complete the course; that these graduates are mostly girls, 
the statistics showing that most girls who enter high school re- 
main to complete the course while four-fifths of the boys drop 
out, giving us the curious anomaly of schools planned almost 
exclusively for the boys and attended chiefly by the girls. As 
regards the significance of this excessive loss much speculation 
has been indulged in by teachers, principals, and prominent school 
men, and many causes suggested and remedies set forth. These 
opinions have a certain value because of the knowledge and ex- 
perience of the writers but they do not give us the real reasons 
for pupils leaving school. To ascertain truly why so many boys 
leave we should go to all those who have actually dropped out 
and learn from them why they left. But this is practically im- 
possible, so we must do the next best thing, get the opinions 
of their classmates and chums. From their description of the 
causes it appears 
That there are many causes (varying somewhat in dif- 
ferent communities) for pupils leaving school, any one of which 
may singly or working together with one or more other causes 
influence a pupil to withdraw from school. 
I .  
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2. That these causes naturally fall into three groups. 
(a) Certain attractions or influences without the school, 
commercial aspirations, desire to get money, poverty, lack of 
encouragement at home and the like, mentioned by 807. 
(b) Individual peculiarities and various adolescent traits, 
laziness, desire for activity and the like, mentioned by 616. 
(c) Certain causes due to the shortcomings or defects of the 
school, mentioned by 923. 
3. That 70.5 per cent. of the causes named are remedial 
and should be removed by the school. The causes over which 
the school has little or no control, such as demand for boy 
labor, ill-health, being compelled to help support themselves 
or family, lack of ability, bad character, natural lack of inter- 
est or dislike for school were mentioned only 720 times in all 
the papers, while remedial causes were mentioned I ,724 times. 
Natural lack of interest or inherent dislike for school work, 
bad character, lack of ability were mentioned only a few times. 
The magnetic power of a tempting position awaiting the boys 
was vividly described and may be considered as wholly or 
partly beyond the power of the school to counteract. 111- 
health mentioned by 145 girls was often attributed to the lack 
of exercise, to overwork or worry caused by the work of the 
school. Being compelled by necessity to go to work was men- 
tioned more than any other one canse, but practically all who 
mentioned this cause stated that the majority dropped out for 
other reasons which they then go on to describe. I n  almost 
every paper some one of the following remedial causes received 
the emphasis-Discouragement, Loss of interest, Lack of am- 
bition, perseverance or grit, Laziness, Desire to get money, 
Desire to get started in life, Dislike for certain teachers, Lack 
of encouragement at home or at school, Failure to see the value 
of going to school, Thinking it would not pay and the like. 
From the opinions of the 961 high school students who dis- 
cuss these causes the following conclusions may be drawn: 
I. Few pupils are compelled to leave school. Poverty, the 
cause most often mentioned, is a general but not a very impor- 
tant cause. The important causes are the remedial ones. 
2. Indifference or loss of interest and discouragement are 
the two most important causes described. 
The vast majority of pupils leave school either because they 
are discouraged or because things outside of school are more 
attractive and interesting to them than the work of the school. 
As a girl of eighteen stated it: “I used to wonder how pupils 
could leave school but I see the reason now. Outside interests 
are stronger than the interests of school.” Scores of papers 
describe what these outside attractions are and how strongly 
they appeal to the boys and girls. The desire to get and make 
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money is strong among the boys. They want to be indepen- 
dent. Many want to get started in a business or trade and are 
almost irresistibly drawn towards a tempting job. They are 
attracted by outside influences in various ways. One boy of 
17, whose paper as a whole clearly showed that he was not 
writing for poetic effect, after describing at length various 
things which influence boys to withdraw from school said: 
‘Then when the springtime comes, when the sunshine on the 
earth makes every steaming hill bud into green, when the dark 
pines and firs in the deep canyons beckon and tug at the heart 
of the boy, then is the time to act; then is the time the pupils 
leave school drawn by an unknown call; then is the time to 
put interest into the school if our coming men and women are 
to be held for their high school education.” But not only are 
there strong attractions outside the school which draw the 
pupils towards them but the school itself is repelling. The 
subject matter and discipline of the school, as administered, 
don’t seem to meet the pupils inner and outer needs as well as 
do other things. As one boy expressed it: “The scope of the 
work is too narrow and does not offer the proper facilities and 
conditions for the general mass of students. Students with a 
natural aptitude for theoretical mathematics, those especially 
literary inclined, the lovers of the languages, the indigenous 
book-worms-all make rapid progress for the reason that the 
high school meets their natural needs. When, however, the 
practical, physically active student is put side by side with 
those of the above class and the same kind of work expected 
from him, the result is not satisfactory. The latter falls be- 
hind, school Seems a bore, and he leaves to seek conditions 
more conducive to his natural inclinations. He wants to pro- 
duce something with his hands rather than theorize.” Then, 
too, parents often fail to encourage their children as they 
should. That pupils need encouragement and sympathy at 
home as well as at school the following sentences indicate: 
“But for the encouragement of my parents,” wrote several 
boys, “I would have left school long ago.” “If a boy is con- 
stantly reminded of the cost of his education,” said a girl, “he 
will quit school to go to work at the first opportunity.” Others 
said: “Some parents don’t care what their children are doing, 
therefore they lose interest and drop out of school.” I t  is 
these conditions within and without the school, together with 
the general spirit of the times which places so low an estimate 
on the worth of school, which makes the boys think that get- 
ting an education is not very important after all. They soon 
become saturated with the idea that going to school isn’t 
worth their while, that it doesn’t pay. As so many express it: 
“Because their interest has not been aroused, because they 
9 
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have not discovered the value of their studies, but have looked 
upon them as a bore they drop out.” A significaut fact is that 
every boy throughout his high school course frequently asks 
himself whether or not his going to high school is going to pay 
him. They think about it more than we suspect, as the fol- 
lowing typical sentence illustrates. “A subject to which I have 
given much thought,” wrote a boy, “is, does going to high 
school pay?” The seniors or those who have been in the high 
school several years and have caught the spirit of the work 
think that it does, but few boys in the first and second years 
appreciate the opportunities which the school affords. The 
result is they become indifferent, lose interest and drop out. 
Some see the advantages of going to school and try hard to 
succeed, but because they are over sensitive and are misunder- 
stood, because they are not properly encouraged and helped 
they fail in their work, become discouraged and leave. 
Better teachers is the remedy which the pupils propose. 
Teachers who understand each student’s needs, who make them 
see the advantages of going to school, who create a living in- 
terest in their work, who always make their instruction clear, 
who never demand nor expect impossible things, who are 
always patient, energetic and kind, pleasant and just, who 
never fail to encourage and help their pupils at the proper 
time, can, according to the papers, do more than all else to 
keep the boys and girls in school. 
The teachers are not blamed nor held directly responsible 
for the excessive dropping out which the writers of these papers 
all so much lament but the students firmly believe that few 
pupils would drop out of school if all teachers would encourage 
and help their pupils as they should. The pupils think that 
all school work should be made pleasant and interesting for 
them, that they ought not be required to do much work out- 
side of school, that the high school ought to fit them better for 
the work they are soon to do. Teachers, on the other hand, 
may naturally say that the pupils and the system are to blame 
for the discouragement and indifference which takes so many 
out of school, that it is the pupil’s business to be interested in 
their work, that they ought not to be so indifferent and inert, 
that they ought not to become discouraged so easily, but should 
make themselves more independent of their surroundings so 
that they would be able to overcome any discouragements and 
difficulties that might arise. But wherever we place the blame 
whether with pupils, teachers or school, the fact remains that 
the pupils think the teachers can do more than all else to keep 
the boys in school. “Many a boy” said one, “has entered high 
school with no ambition but to finish his four years’ course as 
quickly as possible. But by attending a good school and corn- 
3. 
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ing in contact with some real helpful teacher, who made him 
see the necessity of a good education, he has been fired with 
the ambition to be some one and to do something, and make 
the world know he is alive.” The papers clearly show that 
pupils do not have an inherent dislike for school and work as 
appearances would sometimes lead us to suppose. One cannot 
read them without being convinced that the indifference 
towards the school, the lack of interest shown, and much of 
the so-called laziness described is due to the fact that the pupils 
do not understand the subjects taught. Everything goes to 
show that any subject which the pupil understands excites his 
interest and will be zealously studied. Not a single pupil de- 
scribed a favorite teacher who was lenient or easy in her re- 
quirements. On the other hand many described teachers they 
admired because they made them work. But in every such 
case these teachers had not forgotten how young people feel 
and think, and were always ready to help and encourage their 
pupils by making their work both interesting and clear. All 
said they did as much or more work for their favorite teacher 
as they did for all the other teachers combined and that it was 
always a pleasure to do it. So whatever the cause of the lack 
of interest and discouragement which causes so many pupils to 
drop out of school we have here a remedy unconsciously pro- 
posed by the pupils which should not be ignored.’ 
The time when the teacher’s influence is greatest is during 
the first and second years. Scores of papers go to show that 
the critical time is the Freshman year. “The most important 
period of a high school student’s career,” writes a boy, “is his 
Freshman year. He enters, young, afraid, fresh from the 
grades, to take up a line of work entirely new to him. He is 
attracted by the novelty of the thing. Easily is he impressed 
and has but to be furnished a leader when he will follow in 
anything. If he goes with a studious chum he will study; if 
he finds a teacher to lead him he will follow; if he joins a 
‘gang’ he will do anything for noteriety except study.” Then 
after speaking of the opportunity the teacher has to help and 
make something out of such a boy at such a time he says: 
“The teacher must impress the Freshman with the vast im- 
portance of the position he occupies; he must give him a clear, 
solid perception of what high school is for and make him un- 
derstand that on his first two years depends his success.” 
Scores of papers describe mistakes that are made at this time. 
The following quotation throws light on what may be the work- 
ing of an elective course. After describing the shock which 
l Just what the pupils think the ideal teacher ought to be and do 
will be set forth in a future papec. 
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the change from a grammar to a high school produces upon a 
pupil’s mind a girl said: “It is all so strange and new that the 
pupil finds it hard to select the studies which he wishes to take. 
Then it is that many mistakes are made. The pupil, urged on 
by some older person, selects studies which are entirely foreign 
to his nature and interests. Later he must change his course, 
substitute and so mix himself up, that it takes the remainder 
of his school life to straighten things out. By the time the 
long worked for diploma is placed in his hand he has just found 
out what would have interested him most. But it is too late, 
his school days are over. He will probably take up his life 
work in the same way that he did his studies at school,” she 
adds, “finding out when it is too late how much better he 
might have succeeded in other things.” 
A significant criticism of the high school unconsciously made 
comes out in the intense yearning for more freedom, more en- 
joyment, more activity and play, which was so variously yet 
emphatically expressed in every paper received. The more 
loyal the pupils are to the school, it seems, the more do they 
withdraw from the natural and wholesome sports of childhood 
and youth. A composition “On Sports,” by a girl, illustrates 
this criticism so well that I give her argument in full. She 
began by a description of how much girls enjoy some favorite 
sport. “But,” she said, “with four home lessons to get, every 
girl must abandon her sports if she wishes to succeed at 
school.” Then the actual conflict between the desire for ac- 
tivity and play and the desire to succeed well at  school was 
vividly described, ending with the conclusion that unless one 
wishes to get low grades a t  school she must abandon all sports. 
The description of how she passed the Public Gardens each 
day for weeks and saw her friends skating while she had to 
return home to study her lesson was pathetic to say the least. 
“Sometimes,” she concluded, “I felt as if I did not care 
whether I received a high grade in all my studies or not as 
long as I had the pleasure of skating. But this feeling did not 
remain long, for although one derives some benefit from skating 
I think we derive still more from studying our lessons.” The 
same thought is often expressed in the returns. “I think,” said 
a boy, “our high school life would be much more agreeable if 
there could be less home study and more study at  school. As it 
is, school life is drudgery to all those pupils who do not love to 
spend hours and hours in study. For, from Monday morning 
to Friday night there is not a minute’s rest from school work. 
If you spend a few moments in recreation your conscience 
troubles you for you keep thinking all the time, ‘I ought to 
be writing that composition or translating that German.’ ” An- 
other said: “No one knows but those who have been through 
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it, the work and worry a sincere student has in daily keeping 
his grade at a high standard.” Thus the more loyal and con- 
scientious students feel towards the school. Those less con- 
scientious and loyal follow their natural instincts and interests 
and drop out. 
It is, of course, impossible to adequately express in so few 
words what a thousand students have described at so great a 
length. To take the passages out of the context as I have 
done and treat the different points separately destroys much of 
the spirit and force of what the pupils say. No number of in- 
dividual quotations and no statistics of the returns can bemade 
to convey to the reader’s mind the spirit of the papers as a 
whole. More is often added by the setting than by what is 
actually said. 
Perhaps the most significant thing is the keen interest, the 
absolute sincerity, the eagerness and fullness with which the 
points were discussed. I t  was as if the writers had been wait- 
ing for years to unburden their minds of certain things which 
they had never been given an opportunity to express. But 
while the writers of these papers showed by their enthusiastic 
descriptions of the benefits which they had derived from the 
school and by the unmistakable spirit of loyalty which their 
papers showed, that they were much interested in the high 
school,-it is also true that they all, most forcibly declare that 
the pupils in the first years of the high school think less favor- 
ably about the school. The seniors almost without exception 
feel towards the school like the girl who said: “With all the 
criticism, remarks, improvements and suggestions I have to 
make, I cannot think of the high school but as a .dear, old 
familiar place, a place next to home, where I can come and feel 
that it welcomes me.” But the pupils who have just entered, 
or who have been there but a short time, those dropping out, 
feel very differently. To most of them the school is a bore, a 
place for “babies and girls,” something dull, uninteresting, 
monotonous and hard. “If you want to do something really 
worth while you must get out of school as quickly as possible,” 
is their thought. They are saturated with the commercial 
spirit of the times; they are prone to measure the school by 
cheap, practical, and utilitarian standards which make it shrink 
into almost insignificance; they have caught the spirit of our 
times which places too low an estimate on the work of the teacher 
and the school; they are looking at everything from the stand- 
point of the practically minded matter-of-fact adult just when 
they should be inspired by ideal things. 
If the reasons for pupils leaving school, described by these 
nine hundred and sixty-one students, could be stated in a word it 
would be something like this. On the one side is the modern, 
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strenuous, unattractive, college-serving high school. Over 
against it are arrayed the alluring attractions and pressing in- 
terests of the world. I n  this country the boys are largely left 
to take their choice between the two. There are nospecial 
privileges or commanding parents to urge them on to complete 
the high school course, as is the case in Germany and France. 
Many never enter the high school a t  all. Others enter but are 
disappointed with what they find. There is nothing in the 
school that deeply interests them. They fail to catch the 
spirit of the work. They may lack proper encouragment at  
home. They are often misunderstood. The  school seems 
dull, monotonous and slow; not very important after all. It 
gives them what they do not want; outside influences contin- 
ually attract them. Hence they leave. 
I n  this initial report on material collected from many schools 
I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. W. H. Burn- 
ham for suggesting this investigation and for helpful sugges- 
tions and criticism and to Pres. Hall for his interest and 
assistance in the work; also to Mr. Wilson and his litirary 
assistants for their constant courtesy and helpfulness. Espe- 
cially do I wish to thank those High School Principals and 
Teachers of English who so promptly and willingly obtained 
the compositions upon which this study is based. Without 
their special interest and co-operation the investigation could 
not have been made. The writer hopes that this presentation 
of the pupils' point of view may at  least in some small way help 
them and their colleagues in the perplexing daily problems 
which they continually meet in their schools. 
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